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Washington, D. c. 
September 19, 1961 

STATB-tENT 

By Leo Szilard 

"I am far from being an expert in this field, but it stands to 

reason that an all-out civil defense program that includes large 

scale shelter construction at a total expense of, say, $20 billion, 

might save the lives of million~an all-ou~ho would other

wise perish. I personally would rather not be among the surviv re 

though, for our set of values and above all our predilection for free-
Vi 

dom would not survive such a war. There are two ~ relevant questions 

to which I do not know the answer: 

(1) If the Soviet Union were to spend, say $200 million for 

increasing the number, the size and the degree of "dirtiness" of her 
~ 

bombs, for every billion dollars that Jaaczioa would spend on a shelter 
~ 

program,who would come out ahead in this ~ of a rat race? 
•1, ~tu: o/ --~~ 

( 2) ,If w~U!ld shelters on a large scale and the/ , rightly or 

wrongly, b;i~at we could survive an all-out war, would thid ~ :e-vo/ l;n ~ ~ 
increase our chances of getting in aA a~ e~, by making us even 

more reluctant to display imaginati~ a resourcefulness in our 
~~~ 

1R-etlla'tu al negotiations an we are today? 

It is difficult to see how much real benefit 

from fallout shelters, if that nation is a direct 

a nation ~rive 
~-u~(.a.~ 

target o~attack and 

if, most of all Jf its cities are destroyed by bombs. But the 
J ) 

.. 
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neutral neighbors of such nations could undoubtedly benefit from 

shelters and the proper time for them to build su~ould 

~~ight now. They mi~p;';~ufro~l asB1stance~1nst 
fallout from ~ the bombs which, n case of an all-out we and 

the Soviet Union may be expected to explode in the ai if they 

were to apply to us for such assistance, we could not in fairness 
) / 

refuse it to them." 

The End 
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